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Abstract

The SuHua Freeway issue is one of the most well-known and complicated environmental
issues in Taiwan. Many stakeholders engaged into this issue and the mass media has made
many news stories to represent opinions and arguments from both pro- and against- freeway
sides, especially newspapers. Different newspapers due to their specific characters, for
example, target readers, mission and finance, may use different ways represent the same story,
and influence how the public (readers) understand the issue.

This study aims to investigate how newspapers with different characters represent this
complicated SuHua freeway issue, then using media production theory to explain why the
news report like this way, and how these news will influence the publicôs understanding of the
freeway issue. I chose three newspapers (China Times, Lihpao Daily, KSDN) which with
different target readers and mission and using content analysis analyzed the news coverage
about the SuHua freeway issue between January 2007 to May 2008. In the end I found six
dominant arguments of the freeway issue in the three newspapers- the freeway is the only
solution for transportation problems, the freeway is the solution of tourism, agriculture and
social problems, the freeway is a public opinion in Hualien, the freeway is manipulated by
politicians in elections, the freeway has big impact on the environment, and the freeway
affects aboriginal territories. I found different newspapers used different perspectives to report
these arguments more or less. The difference can be explained by that these three newspapers
had various interests to consider the newsworthiness, the media frame they preferred to use,
and to be objective and balanced or not according to their own characters. This different
reporting of the newspapers give the public more multiple visual angles to understand this
complicated environmental issue, but may also intense the conflict between stakeholders who
receiving information from different newspapers.
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1. Introduction
The environmental movement in Taiwan began in 1970sô. High economic growth

improved peopleôs life quality, but also caused big impacts and destroys on the environment
and ecosystem. Thus, environmental movements started to be raised up in order to prevent
pollutions brought with economic development. In the late 1980s, more people noticed that
many issues needed to be discussed in public and challenged the authority of the government,
more environmental campaigns and demonstrations were organized (Chen, 2006).

Among many environmental issues that have happened in Taiwan, the SuHua freeway
project is one of the most well-known environmental issues and it has continued a very long
time. The idea ñSuHua freeway projectò was brought up in 1990. In this project, the central
government would like to build a freeway to connect the north part of Taiwan (politic and
economic center) and Haulien (the east part of Taiwan, countryside). Most of the local
politicians, commercial associations and residents in Haulien were very welcoming of the
freeway and hoped the freeway could bring development to this poor county. In 2000, the
result of an environmental impact assessment (EIA) was ñconditional approvalò. Then
because the central government didnôt have enough budgets, the project was suspended.
During 2001 to 2007, the position of the central government was swinging between ñbuildò or
ñnot buildò the freeway, because of the pressure from local groups (want to build), and the
budget limitation and disagreement of the EIA (not build) (reviewed by Hou, 2010).

Environmental groups started to engage in this issue in 2003. There are two main reasons
why environmental groups opposed the freeway. The first reason was that this freeway will
go through many environmentally sensitive areas and areas with frail geology, which will not
only impact the nature but also threaten human safety. The second reason was that the
freeway couldnôt achieve the goal that the government claimed, which was to ñhave a road go
home safely and bring good developmentò for Haulien people. Environmental groups argued
that there were other good and cheaper solutions that could achieve the goal that the
government and local people wanted, so building a freeway wasnôt necessary. On the other
hand, the pro-freeway group claimed that the SuHua freeway will improve the transportation
conditions between the north and the east of Taiwan. Thus, farmers will benefit from the short
time to send agricultural products to markets; more industries will like to have investments in
Hualien; and the most important, the SuHua freeway will give the residents a way to go home
easier and more safely. Since 2003, both against-freeway groups and pro-freeway groups had
organized many environmental campaigns and demonstrations to advocate their arguments.
Both sides caught media and the public eye successfully. The conflict between the two sides
became more and more intense.

From March 2007 to April 2008, the environmental protection administration organized
reviews of the analysis report on the difference of the environmental impact for four times.
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Before every review, the against-freeway group all organized big movements through
different channels and caught media and the publicôs attention successfully. In 2008 April, the
EIA committee returned the analysis report on the difference of the environmental impact to
the Ministry of Transportation and Communication (reject). The calendar of important events
of the SuHua freeway project is in appendix 1.

Wellings and Macdowall (2000) pointed out that one indicator of the public
understanding of issues is the mass media. Environmental issues have been in the media
spotlight for decades in western countries, and newspapers in particular have been one of the
important sources of environmental information for the public (Fortner et al., 1991). In
Taiwan, after removing the interdict of newspapers in 1988, more and more environmental
issues have been discussed through newspapers. Furthermore, the newspaper is still the media
with the largest audiences (Zhang, 2005). Thus, newspapers played an important role for
spreading the information of the SuHua freeway issue to the public. In other words, the public
relied on newspapers to obtain the new development of the SuHua freeway issue, and
newspapers were secondary transmitters between readers and the freeway issue (Zhang,
2005).

Communications researchers have found that the news media both shape and reflect
public opinion. Different newspapers may due to different audiences and value orientation,
have different preferences and perspectives when reporting the same issue, which influence
how the public understands the issue. As Travis Wagner (2008, p27) said, ñMost of what

society learns about the environment is from news…[Yet] news is not an objective
presentation of political reality, but an interpretation of events and issues from the

perspective of reporters, editors, and selected sources….ò The SuHua freeway issue is one of
the most complicated environmental issues in Taiwan and involves many stakeholders, many
different interest groups wanted to increase their influence to the public through media and
used public opinion as a pressure on the decision making of the government. Thus, how the
newspapers reported about the SuHua freeway issue can be an important factor affecting the
final decision of the freeway project. Itôs interesting to develope knowledge about the
information given by the different newspapers and about the factors that affected the news
that were reported. In this study, I use three newspapers which differ in their target readers
and report missions, trying to discover how they present the SuHua freeway issue during 2007
to 2008 and answer following questions:
1. How are problems and arguments regarding the SuHua freeway described in the selected

newspapers?
2. Which actors are given space to explain their arguments, formulate the problems and

solutions?
3. How may the way media is presenting the SuHua freeway issue influence publicsô

understanding of the issue?
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2. Theory

Mass media is one of the main ways that humans obtain information. The traditional
media (or mainstream media, according to Cox, 2010), including network television and cable
news, newspapers, news magazines, and radio news and shows, is an important source for
people getting news and analyses about environmental issues. The environmental issues and
stories began to appear a lot in the mainstream media since in 1960s, and strayed popular in
the 1970s and 1980s. In the 1990s, the attention to environmental themes of mainstream
media decreased. However, the media interest for the environment has risen up again since
the 2000s, especially in the intense discussion of global warming and climate changes (Cox,
2010).

The public interest of an environmental issue is an increased-declined cycle. Anthony
Downsôs (1972) brought up a classic model of the issue-attention cycle as a five-stage
progression: the pre-problem stage, alarmed discovery and euphoric enthusiasm, realization of
the cost of significant progress, a gradual decline in intense public interest, the post-problem
stage. In the pre-problem stage, the problem already exists, but commands little public
attention. In the discovery and enthusiasm stage, the public suddenly discover the
environmental problem and band together to support a solution and attack the
problem. Continuing the process, the public starts to understand the difficulty to solve the
problem (realization), thus there is a decline in public interest and media attention. Finally,
the issue moves into a less attention of publics stage, but institutions or policies created in the
"discovery" stage may persist and continue to work toward the solution to the problem.In
addition, some researches also indicated that public interests in environmental problems never
disappear but repeat the cycle of intense and less-intense phases (Guber, 2003).

Unlike other news which catches media interest, environmental issues usually are
unobtrusive events. Thus, the traditional media usually reports specific events of an issue but
not the longer term development. This difficulty of reporting unobtrusive environmental
events raises important questions about the forces which shape the production of news (Cox,
2010). There are five factors that usually restrict news production generally and
environmental news especially: media political economy, gatekeeping and the environmental
beat, newsworthiness, media frame, and norms of objectivity and balance (Cox, 2010).

Media political economy relates to the influence of media proprietors and their economic
interests on the content of these media sources. Commercial media organizations are often
owned by corporations with other businesses, for example, energy companies and industrial
factories, which sometimes have environmental impact concerns (Beder, 2002). Some media
managers and editors may feel pressure from owners and choose stories and news for reports
which can avoid causing harm to on financial support. The political economy influences the
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ñindependenceò that a journalist should have and cause media report news with more or less
bias.

Editors and media managers who have power to decide if a story could or couldnôt be
published are like gatekeepers in the media. In other words, the gatekeeping means that those
individuals in newsrooms decide what can go through the ñgateò and what canôt (Cox, 2010).
Therefore, the background, training, and sources of gatekeepers strongly influence what news
get published and how. However, for many editors and reporters, itôs particularly difficult to
deal with the environmental beat because of the unobtrusive character of environmental
problems and also because reporting environmental news needs relatively specific knowledge
and training; however most reporters donôt have the necessary background. To deal with this
problem, reporters and editors of mainstream media have begun to obtain information from
online resources, for instance websites that specifically discuss environmental issues, for
instance (Cox, 2010).

Newsworthiness is the ability of a news story to attract readers or viewers (Cox, 2010),
itôs also an important factor when gatekeepers consider how to present a news story. Yopp
and McAdams (2007) identified that US traditional media usually use the following criteria
for selecting, framing, and reporting environmental news to produce newsworthiness:
prominence, timeliness, proximity, impact, magnitude, conflict, oddity, and emotional impact.
As the result, most environmental news stories shown to readers and viewers are news with
ñhigh visual qualityò (for example, remonstrative activities) because of the way gatekeepers
value the newsworthiness. Thus, the readers and viewers canôt get full-scale understanding of
an environmental news story. Itôs a challenge for all environmental journalists to make
environmental news both accurate and newsworthy.

Pan and Kosicki (1993) defined media frames as the ñcentral organizing themes…that
connect different semantic elements of a news story (headlines, quotes, leads, visual

representations, and narrative structure) into a coherent whole to suggest what is at issueò. A
similar or the same fact may be presented in a quite different way when editors and reporters
choose different media frames for stories. Because different frames orient readers to different
meaning, choosing a right frame to describe story is especially important with complicated
news stories about environmental topics (Cox, 2010), for example, climate change and wolf
conflict in Sweden. On the other hand, different stakeholders of an environmental conflict
issue would compete to influence media how to frame the story.

Objectivity and balance are the bedrock norms of journalism. As Cox (2010) mentioned
in his book, objectivity and balance are ñthe commitments by news media to provide

information that is accurate and without reporter bias and, where there is uncertainty or

controversy, to balance news stories with statements from all sides of the issueò. However, in
practice, itôs difficult to run these norms totally. Moreover, also the norm of balance has been
criticized in recent years (Cox, 2010). Cox (2010) pointed out that in the past, ñwhen
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environmental issues are controversial, or when the reporters lack the expertise to judge

conflicting claims, the tendency in journalism has been to “balance” stories by quoting
multiple or differing sourcesò. However, for some environmental issues, where empirical data
or scientific research already strongly supports one side of opinions, the ñbalanceò coverage
of media is leading to a form of information bias (Boykoff and Boykoff, 2004). Thus to
ñbalanceò coverage is no longer correct when media face an issue with obvious conclusions.

These five factors reviewed above limit how mainstream media produce news in
different ways. In other words, the information that readers receive is selected or
re-constructed by these factors.

3. Method

3.1 Content Analysis

Content analysis is a research method for analyzing written, verbal or visual
communication messages (Cole 1988). This method was originally used for analyzing mass
media content and documents (for example, newspaper and magazine articles) in the
beginning, and nowadays itôs widely used in many social science researches.

Content analysis includes two kinds of analysis approaches: quantitative and qualitative
analyses (Elo and Kyngas, 2007). Quantitative content analysis uses statistical methods to
count manifest textual elements and helps researchers to see the change of duration and
frequency of form (Smith, 1975). Itôs a deductive approach, in order to test hypotheses or
address questions generated from theories or previous empirical research (Zhang and
Wildemuth, 2009). However, the quantitative approach only shows the change of quantity,
but lacks the syntactical and semantic information embedded in the text (Weber, 1990).

By contrast, qualitative content analysis focuses on exploring the meaning underlying
physical messages rather than statistical significance of the texts (Zhang and Wildemuth,
2009). Itôs an inductive approach that deals with the forms and antecedent-consequent
patterns of form (Smith, 1975). As Mayring (2000) mentioned, qualitative content analysis is
ñan approach of empirical, methodological controlled analysis of texts within their context of

communication, following content analytic rules and step by step models, without rash

quantificationò. Through qualitative content analysis, researchers can more easily express
how they view the social world, and readers can better understand the perspectives of
producers of the text (Zhang and Wildemuth, 2009).

In real research works, these two analysis approaches can be used separately or
combined. Some researchers also indicated that using both qualitative and quantitative
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analysis is the best way to do content-analytic studies, and can get more completed
understanding of the texts (Smith, 1975, Weber, 1990).

3.2 Data Selection and Analysis Process

I used both quantitative and qualitative approaches to analyze the content of the SuHua
freeway project in newspapers. The analysis include seven steps: (i) deciding the period I
wanted to analyze of the SuHua freeway projectôs history, (ii) identifying the news sources
(which newspapers) used in this study, (iii) creating search terms to identify relevant articles,
(iv) downloading relevant articles from online sources, (v) Categorizing article content to find
dominant arguments, (vi) using quantitative approach to analyze the frequency of dominant
arguments expressed in the articles in different periods of the freeway issue, (vii) using
qualitative approach to analyze the deep meaning of different arguments in different
newspapers.

The SuHua freeway issue has a long history (from 1990 to 2008). In this study, I chose
the period between January 2007 to May 2008 as my research period. During This period
corresponds to the pre-problem stage, the ñalarmed discovery and euphoric enthusiasmò and
ñrealization of the cost of significant progressò stages in Downsôs issue-attention cycle.
Before the beginning of 2007, only some experts and interest groups noticed this issue. After
January 2007, because some notables published articles or arguments through media, the
SuHua freeway issue became more and more intense. The public started to take care about
this issue and more and more individuals or groups engaged into this issue with enthusiasm.
Thus, this period was the time that the public were more sensitive to and interested in the
issue, and also the time media produced most news articles. These reasons made the period
between January 2007 to May 2008 suitably to investigate what and how newspapers reported
this issue. There were five meetings in EPA during this period, and many people paid
attention in these five meeting. Many advocacy activities were organized by both pro- and
against-freeway parties, too. These five meetings in EPA include four reviews of the analysis
report on the difference of the environmental impact and the EIA general assembly in the end,
and were considered as five phases in my study. In order to focus the topic and make the
sources easier to compare, I limited the analyzing texts to a week after each meeting in EPA.
Thus, the first phase was between January 18th to February 3rd, 2007; the second phase was
between November 1st to 16th, 2007; the third phase was between January 21th to February 5th,
2008; the fourth phase was between March 3rd to 5th, 2008; and the final phase was between
April 25th to May 1st, 2008.

Three newspapers provided the textual data for the analysis. These three newspapers
should be different in the target readers and publishing areas. These different characteristics
may influence how different newspapers present the same event. Considering the availability
of the online database, I chose China Times, Lihpao Daily, and Keng Sheng Daily News
(KSDN) as the three newspapers for my study.
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China Times is one of the four biggest national newspapers in Taiwan now. The reader
base is over the whole country. China Times used a wider range to report news and
commentaries during the state censorship period, thus it was regarded as a newspaper more
supporting democratic activities. After the complete democratization of Taiwan society,
although some people consider China Times had a slight political bias, the newspaper still
kept relatively more space to include different voices (at least until the end of 2008, when the
newspaper changed ownership). It is usually considered that China Times is advocating
liberalism more and is relatively objective compared to other national newspapers (Wikipedia,
2012).

Lihpao Daily defines itself as a professional newspaper of education. The content of the
newspaper is mainly in education, and often concerns aborigine, environmental protection,
gender, laborers and disadvantaged minorities’ issues. The goal of Lihpao Daily is giving
readers the most substantial information, the most penetrating analysis, and multi-aspects
judgments. The newspaper mainly publishes in the megalopolis, especially the cities in the
north of Taiwan. The main readers are between 18 to 50 years old, with high educational level,
especially students and people working in the education system (Admin, 2010).

Keng Sheng Daily News (KSDN) is a local newspaper published specifically in the east
Taiwan (Hualien and Taitung counties). It is also the most famous newspaper in these two
counties. The content of the news is more emphasized on events related to the local area. Thus,
KSDN can offer more immediate and in-depth local news than national newspapers. As the
promoter of KSDN said, the mission of KSDN is “as the spokesman for the society, on the

one hand spread the information of national policies and political decisions, and on the other

hand should air the complaints of people as well as distinguish both the benefits and harms of

various policies, exhibiting the power of the public voice.” (KSDN, 2008).
The search command to identify relevant articles was using “The SuHua freeway” as the

key word to search the news in the target period and exclude the articles not relevant to the
SuHua freeway project. Moreover, in this study I want to investigate how newspapers present
news from the arguments; thus, the op-Ed page and editorial articles which reflect individual
opinion and are not assumed to be neutral were excluded from the analysis, too. The articles
of each newspaper were downloaded from each newspaper’s website.

After downloading all articles for analysis, I read all texts several times in order to find
the dominate arguments in the texts. Several themes (for instance, tourism, safety, election,
public opinion, and environmental impacts) which often appeared in the content were found
first. Then, according to these dominate themes, I read all texts several times again and
developed main arguments across all three newspapers’ texts. Finally, four dominant
arguments were discovered and two arguments with sub-arguments inside. These dominant
arguments were then used in both the quantitative and the qualitative analysis.
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The quantitative content analysis was started by counting the number of articles in
different phases to see newspapers’ interest in the freeway issue as time changed. Then, I
classified the content in the news coverage to “pro-freeway”, “against-freeway”, and “neutral”
in order to understand the preference of the perspectives in each news article. In the end, I
collected the number of news articles which discussed dominate arguments of the SuHua
freeway project in the three newspapers.

For the qualitative content analysis, I focused on the dominant arguments of the SuHua
freeway project and explored how different newspapers presented these arguments in their
news coverage. I analyzed every argument for each newspaper separately and added a short
summary to compare the difference in the end.

There are some restrictions of this study that should be mentioned particularly here. First,
all the texts that have been analyzed are written in Chinese. Chinese is my mother’s tongue,
it’s easyr for me to understand and discover the meaning behind the content of the texts.
However, due to the limitation of my English, some content I translated may not show the
original meaning that the reporters gave completely. Second, I am the only person who
analyzed the content of news coverage in this study. Unlike other research that usually has
more than two people examining the content to assure objectivity (for example, Schmid et al.,
2007); in this study, my personal perspective may influence how the result is displayed
although I tried to make the analysis as transparent as possible. These two restrictions should
be kept in mind when reading this report.
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4. Result

4.1 Quantitative result

Fig 1 indicates the quantitative variation of the news coverage after five meetings in EPA.
There is an obvious peak at the fourth phase in all three newspapers, meaning that the freeway
issue received the most news coverage in this phase. The Taiwan presidential election, which
was on 22nd March, 2008, is a big factor causing increasing coverage of freeway issue. This
argument can be improved by the content of coverage. Most of the coverage in the fourth
phase is related to the election.

Fig 1. The number of newspaper coverage with main focus on the freeway issue in three newspapers. The x-axis

is the five research phases, including four reviews of the analysis report on the difference of the environmental

impact (1-4) and the EIA general assembly (5). The y-axis is the number of newspaper reports in different

periods.

Table 1. The table exhibits the perspectives of the freeway issue in three newspaper’s news coverage. If a news

report only describes pro-freeway opinions, this report is collected into “pro-freeway” row, and vice versa. If a

news report presents both pro-freeway and against-freeway opinions, it is collected into “both” row. If I couldn’t

identify bias in favor of a specific perspective in the content, this news report is considered as “neutral”.
China Times Lihpao Daily KSDNPerspective

1 2 3 4 5 total 1 2 3 4 5 total 1 2 3 4 5 total

pro-freeway 3 - - 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 2 2 7

against-freeway 2 - - 3 0 5 0 3 1 2 0 6 0 0 0 1 1 2

Both 0 - - 2 3 5 0 2 2 0 4 0 1 1 1 0 3

Neutral 0 - - 6 2 8 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 3 1 5

Total 5 - - 11 5 21 2 3 4 5 1 13 2 3 3 8 5 17
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The three newspapers show different preference of perspectives in their news coverage
(Table 1). In China Times, news reports which are classified as “neutral” are more common
than other categories. News reports showing only the against-freeway perspective are more
common than reports only show the pro-freeway perspective. In Lihpao Daily, six reports
present only against-freeway perspective, which is three times more than reports that only
present the pro-freeway perspective. In KSDN, seven reports use the perspective of
pro-freeway, whereas only two reports show the against-freeway perspective independently.
Lihpao Daily and KSDN display an obvious bias in the news coverage they reported. For
China Times and Lihpao Daily, the newspaper had a trend from more pro-freeway to more
against-freeway according to the number of news report of each category. In addition,
although the amount of news coverage about the freeway project is less in Lihpao Daily, the
content (total words) in each report is much more than other two newspapers.

If considering a report which presents both pro- and against-freeway perspectives as
balanced reporting, this table indicates that balanced reports are less common than reports
with a specific perspective in all three news papers. It seems for the reporters who report these
news, they though this issue had at least some certain “facts” which is strongly supports one
“side”.

Table 2. The dominant arguments of the SuHua freeway project discussed in the three news papers.

China Times Lihpao Daily KSDN
Main arguments

1 2 3 4 5 total 1 2 3 4 5 total 1 2 3 4 5 total
The freeway can improve the local situation

-The freeway is the only solution for
transportation problems

3 - - 1 2 6 0 2 2 1 0 5 0 0 1 1 4 6

-The freeway is the solution of tourism, agriculture
and social problems

3 - - 2 1 7 1 2 3 1 0 7 1 1 1 1 1 5

The freeway is a public opinion in Haulien 1 - - 1 0 2 1 1 2 3 0 7 0 1 1 1 2 5

The freeway is manipulated by politicians in elections 0 - - 7 1 10 0 1 0 3 0 4 0 1 0 3 1 5

The freeway isn’t compatible with sustainable
development

-The freeway brings huge environmental impacts 4 - - 1 0 5 1 1 1 2 0 5 0 2 0 0 2 4

-The freeway affects aboriginal territories 0 - - 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 1 5 0 0 0 0 1 1

The SuHua freeway project is a major environmental issue and conflict in Taiwan,
especially in Hualien, the county where the freeway will end. Many arguments advocating or
opposite the freeway were discussed in the newspapers multifariously. After analyzing the
content in the coverage I collected, some dominant arguments can be found. They are “the
freeway can improve the local (Hualien) situation”, “the freeway is a public opinion in
Hualien”, “the freeway is manipulated by politicians in elections”, and “the freeway isn’t
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comparable with sustainable development”. Among those dominant arguments, “the freeway
can improve the local situation” include two main demands: “the freeway is the only solution
for transportation problems” and “the freeway is the solution of tourism, agriculture and
social problems”; “the freeway isn’t comparable with sustainable development” can be
divided in “the freeway has big impact on the environment” and “the freeway affects
aboriginal territories”. A discourse will be collected if it relates to one of the arguments, no
matter it is for or against of arguments.

Table 2 shows the number of main arguments seen in the coverage in the three
newspapers in the different phases. In this table, the preference of arguments in each
newspaper can be found. Furthermore, these newspapers’ preference also reflected how these
three newspapers considered which argument was newsworthiness. In China Times, there are
ten reports including the argument “the freeway is manipulated by politics and election”,
which is much more than other arguments. China Times is interested in reporting freeway
news related to election and politics more than other arguments.

In Lihpao Daily, the numbers of reports of different arguments are more equally. The
most popular arguments are “freeway is the only solution of transportation problem” and
“freeway is public opinion in Hualien”, appearing in seven reports; the least reported
argument is “freeway is manipulated by politicians in elections”, appearing in four reports.
One thing that deserves to be mentioned is that Lihpao Daily didn’t discuss the arguments
above but changed its viewpoint to the EIA system in the final phase. Thus, arguments
mentioned in the table don’t appear in the reports in the final phase. Furthermore, the space
describing sustainable development arguments in reports is larger in Lihpao Daily than other
two newspapers.

In KSDN, the most popular argument is also “the freeway is manipulated by politicians
in elections” (eight reports). The second most frequent arguments are “the freeway is the only
solution of the transportation problems” and “the freeway is the solution of tourism,
agriculture and social problems”. The argument “the freeway affects aboriginal territories” is
only shown once in the whole research period.

In summary, the discourse related to “the freeway is manipulated by politics and
election” increases noticeably in the fourth phase (March 3rd to 10th, 2008). This result refers
to the presidential election (March 22th, 2008). Because the candidates from both of the two
main political parties used SuHau Freeway issue in their politics, the discourse of election is
discussed a lot in all three newspapers. In contrast to the other two newspapers, which spent
the most time discussing this argument, there were only four reports related to the election in
Lihpao Daily. It seems that the election isn’t the argument that Lihpao Daily care more about.
On the other hand, discourses of “the freeway affects aboriginal territories” are less discussed.
This argument appears in Lihpao Daily five times, equal to other arguments. However, in
China Times and KSDN, this argument is only raised once in all five phases. This result
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shows that for China Times and KSDN, aboriginal territory is not an important issue they care
about.

The details of discourse related to the arguments above in each newspaper will be
discussed by qualitative content analysis.

 4.2 Qualitative result

4.2.1 The freeway can improve the local (Hualien) situation - The freeway is the only
solution of the transportation problem

 China Times
In the content of China Times’ reports, the newspaper used many opinions from political

people representatives (for example, aldermen and legislators) and government organizations
to display the argument “why the SuHua freeway is the only solution”, for example:

“The Speaker of Hualien County Assembly, Wen-Che Yang, pointed out that the SuHua freeway will

bring convenience of traffic and it’s an immediate need of the people. Compared to the dense freeways

and high-speed rails in the west of Taiwan, the transportation conditions in Hualien was far behind.…”

(2007/1/19, 1-2)

“The legislator of Hailian, Kun-Shan Fu, said that…Hualien people are really petty and pathetic, they

only required a road without frequent interruption in order to go home safely.…” (2008/4/26, 1-6)

Most of the reports mentioned why representatives of the people thought the freeway
was the only solution, only one report showed both pro- and against-freeway perspectives on
this argument.

“Although the Ministry of Communications Minister, Fang-Zhi You, said that the SuHua freeway was the

only and the best solution, however committee numbers didn’t agree with that. They thought that although

giving a road which would let Hulian people go home safely is the government’s responsibility; however,

it’s not guaranteed that the freeway won’t collapse during typhoon season….” (2008/4/26, 1-5)

 Lihpao Daily
In Lihpao Daily, the content of reports gave more space to discussing the reason why the

freeway isn’t the only solution. Reporters used more opinions from environmentalists and
described their arguments in detail.

“…EIA committee members said the busy traffic in SuHau highway is to a large extent caused by gravel

trucks. They believed the problem will be solved if gravel could be transported by ocean shipping.”

( 2007/11/2, 1-1)

“Taiwan Area National Expressway Engineering Bureau said, the reason that the SuHau freeway must be

built is that "there is no alternative solution".…A member representing NGO’s, Tai-Hua Huang, pointed

out that… in order to fit sustainable development in Hualien, the first priority is making the best
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integration of public transport and improve the SuHua highway…He emphasized that no traffic solution

given by SEA can achieve the efficiency that SuHau freeway will have….” (2008/3/4, 1-5)

The newspaper (or the reporter) also used environmentalists’ statements querying the
Ministry of Transportation indirectly.

“The conservation director of the Society of Wilderness, Dong-Han Zhou, directed that the Ministry of

Transportation told a lie. The reason is that the report pointed out clearly that SuHau freeway isn’t the best

choice…. It’s unthinkable that Taiwan Area National Expressway Engineering Bureau made the

conclusion that SuHau freeway is better without considering transportation efficiency and input.

(2008/1/21, 1-4)”

 KSDN
In KSDN, the content of the reports didn’t clearly mention the argument “the freeway is

the only solution”, but reporters more often used Hualien (people) as subject to emphasize
that the Hualien people need “a safe road to go home”. The content showed that “a safe road
to go home” for Hualien residents is a metaphor of The SuHua freeway.

“Kun-chi Fu said …the voice of Hualien, "We want a safe way to go home" must speak loudly

today….considering “traffic demand ", "Environmental Impact", "social justice" and other national

benefits and the environmental conservation perspective, he strongly believes that the SuHau freeway is

the best solution to improve the transportation between North and to East.” (2008/4/25, 1-4)

“Hundreds of people from Hualien went to Taipei and stood in front of EPA and cried: "Give a safe way

home for Hualien”. The representative, Chi-Cheng Wong, suddenly knelt down and speaking in in

excitement, "I beg to the EIA Committee, please pass the SuHua freeway project, giving us a safe way

home.” His honestly was inspiring many people.” (2008/4/26, 1-7)

KSDN also shortly mentioned the alternative transportation system in a report in the
beginning of the whole review of the analysis of the difference of the environmental impact.
However, after the issue had heated up, the reports all changed to advocate the freeway
project.

“…EIA members think the SuHau freeway isn’t the only solution. Moreover, the freeway will take ten

years to be built and cost more than a hundred billion NT dollars.…” (2008/1/22, 1-1)

 Short summary
Comparing how the three newspapers presented the argument “the freeway is the only

solution of transportation problem”, I found that the three newspapers used different media
frames to depict this argument. China Times used many statements from political people
representatives (considered as belonging to the pro-freeway group) but not many from the
against-freeway group. For all of the opinions in the reports, it was clearly marked who the
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speaker was. In my opinion, this means that China Times wanted to keep objective, meaning
the content they report isn’t their opinion but they just presented what people said.

Lihpao Daily also used many statements from stakeholders. However, unlike China
Times, Lihpao Daily showed more statements from the against-freeway group than from the
pro-free way group. In addition, when mentioning against-freeway group opinions, Lihpao
Daily focused more on questioning government organization than individual politicians’
arguments.

KSDN did not used many other stakeholders’ arguments in their reports, but used their
own words to present Hualien people’s understanding and view of this argument.

4.2.2 The freeway can improve the local (Hualien) situation - The freeway is the solution
for tourism, agriculture and social problems

 China Times
In China Times, reporters used statements from many different stakeholders, both from

pro- and against-freeway groups, and were especially focused on people related to tourism.
China Times gave more space to describing the reason why pro-freeway groups (local tourist
managers, local representatives) welcome the freeway. The statements that the newspaper
chose emphasized that the bad transportation system affected development, so the freeway is
needed.

“…When completing the SuHau freeway, a fast and convenient transportation network in Taiwan is

also completed. Not only Hualien people get the benefit, it’s also a benefit to all residents in Taiwan.

The freeway will bring a huge overall economic efficiency; promoting tourism and industry in Taiwan

and potentially improving competition potentially.” (2007/1/19, 3-2)

“Kun-Chi Fu pointed out that the Su-Hua freeway is necessary… the inconvenient traffic condition

affects tourism development….” (2007/1/24, 3-3)

 Lihpao Daily
In Lihpao Daily, the content of the news coverage was often citing the reasons given by

the pro-freeway group and then attacked (or questioned) those reasons to show that the
pro-freeway group is not reasonable and logical. For example:

“Legislator, Fu Kun-Chi, claims that Hualien had the highest unemployment rate, so the freeway is

needed in order to save the problem. “However, the county with the highest unemployment rate is not

Hualien, but in the start and end of freeways: Keelung and Kaohsiung County. "Shu-Chen Chang pointed

out. She said that Hualien is a big agricultural county…however, the agriculture condition in the west is

better than in the East. It is impossible to use the freeway to compete in “sales” with the West.”

(2007/11/2, 3-2)
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 KSDN
The content of this argument in KSDN wasn’t simply about pro or against freeway

opinions. The newspaper explained in detail why Hualien residents really hope the living
conditions can be improved and claimed that improving transportation will change everything
to the better. Both pro and against freeway opinions were raised up in the content, but the
main goal was to present the wish of the Hualien people to have better life. Moreover, the
reporters also pointed out the dissatisfaction with the pro-freeway group.

“Qi-Ta Cai pointed out that the SuHau freeway is not only a fast road, the economic output and tourist

income after completing the freeway will know no limit. And the environmental impacts can be controlled

by high technology…

Stressing that Hualien should have its own character, Jin-He Xie didn’t support the construction of the

freeway…... the beauty of Hualien is not for attracting quick trip tourists, so Hualien doesn’t need such a

fast freeway.” (2007/11/5, 3-3)

 Short summary
The three newspapers used different frames presenting the argument “the freeway is the

solution of tourism, agriculture and social problems”. In the content of China Times, reporters
described different stakeholders’ opinions, which more often came from the pro-freeway
group. The attitude of Lihpao Daily was opposite. The newspaper focused on giving reasons
that questioned the argument “the freeway is the solution of tourism, agriculture and social
problems”. It seems clear that this newspaper was close toagainst the freeway project. KSDN
showed that their position was to support the local people. They use “the Eastern people” as
the object, so the reports looked like the content was the local people’s opinion. China Times
seemed to try to stay more neutral than Lipao Daily and KSDN. It looked like these two
newspapers had their own preference to report arguments.

4.2.3 Freeway is public opinion in Hualien

 China Times
China Times used many stakeholders’ arguments to show that the public opinion in

Hualien is in favor of building the freeway. Several news reports mentioned that “most” or
“80%” of people participated in the public opinion surveys wanting to have the freeway. The
government should build the freeway to reflect the public opinion.

“…legislator, Ren-Fu Yang, who attended the EPA meeting, expressed the position that most Hualien

people want the SuHua freeway….” (2007/1/19, 2-1)

“Secretary-General of Hualien County Government, Ji-Bin Huang, said that eighty percent of the public

opinion presented that they want the SuHua freeway. Only to start building the freeway is fitting with

public opinion…” (2008/3/4, 2-2)
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 Lihpao Daily
Lihpao Daily used a lot of space (in several different reports) trying to understand where

the “most people agree” came from. They used statements and research results from local
environmental groups or scholars questioning the reality of the public opinion survey.

“Donghua University recently conducted a poll, showing that if asking whether Hualien residents want

freeway or not, up to 65% want the freeway be built; if asked further that taking traffic congestion,

pollution and the railway improving programs into consideration, supporting rate dropped down to 19%.

The director of the society of wilderness…” (2007/11/2, 2-3)

In the reports, the newspaper in detail explained why the result of public survey was
wrong and why the result couldn’t reflect the public opinion in Hualien. The newspaper
showed the questions in the survey (where responders could only answer “agree” or
“disagree”) and considered the survey questionnaire to be problematic.

“A member of Hualien Environmental Protection Institute, Shu-Chen Chang, questioned legislators’

"representative" of the "public opinion"…. However, this survey is not "public".... There wasn’t any

propaganda to people before doing the survey…. There was only "agree" or "disagree" option, and

respondents had to fill in their domicile. ... Many people reflect that the workers of the Eastern Service

Center said "only people holding the “agree” opinion need to fill in the survey, opposite opinions holders

didn’t need”, caused most of the survey results were “agree”. ...” (2008/1/21, 2-4)

 KSDN
KSDN used an individual report propagating the public survey, describing how the

survey would be done, and the survey questionnaire was easy to complete.
“The SuHua freeway project is an issue that all citizens, especially Hualien residents care about. The

Eastern Service Center is conducting a broad survey, hoping they will truly understand the real opinion of

Hualien people.... The Eastern Service Center don’t have any presumption, hoping interviewers express

their views actively...The format of the SuHua freeway survey is simple, just with two options, “agree” or

“disagree”, interviewers just need to sign and write address and birthday in the column they choose.”

(2007/11/5, 2-1)

In the further reports, KSDN emphasized that public opinion was in favor of the project,
and this result would be sent to the central government. The central government should
respect the local opinion.

“The Service Center of Eastern had done a public opinion survey in whole county in the end of last year.

The result showed 93% of the public agree to build the freeway…” (2008/3/3, 3-3)

 Short summary
All three newspapers focused on the public opinion survey in this argument. However,

they used different media frames to represent this “public opinion survey” and its result.
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China Times just described the fact and didn’t clearly show the newspaper’s own opinion of
this argument. Lihpao Daily questioned the reliability of the public opinion, giving a message
to readers that the survey was problematic. KSDN encouraged their readers to do the survey
and emphasized the result of survey as a strong reason for building the SuHua freeway.

Comparing reports from Lihpao Daily and KSDN, I found that these two newspapers
gave different messages to readers from the same facts. For example, the fact “the format of
the SuHua freeway survey is just with two options: “agree” or “disagree”. KSDN thought the
simple format made it easy for people to select; however, Lihpao Daily argued that this
format couldn’t reflect the real opinion of the local people.

4.2.4 The freeway project is manipulated by politicians in elections

 China Times
China Times pointed out that the SuHua freeway project issue was always heated during

election periods. The "conditional approval” result was the current government strategy, in
order to obtain votes.

“The public questioned that the EPA and the Ministry of Transportation and Communications wanted to

pass the project in a hurry before the election….Secretary general of Green Party Taiwan, Han-Shun Pan,

said that the present President Shui-Bian Chen gave himself a nice graduation gift, which is "conditional

approval” of the SuHua freeway, ...gave more possibility to build the freeway.” (2008/3/4, 4-2)

China Times also doubted that the result "conditional approval” of the fourth review of the
analysis report on the difference of the environmental impact was the temporary result and
assumed it would  be changed after election.

“… through many actions from Ministry of Transportation and Communications and EPA , it is not hard

to see manipulations of political power…let people wonder that this conclusion is mostly a “check of

election”…” (2008/3/4, 4-4)

 Lihpao Daily
Lihpao Daily used environmental groups’ perspective and thought that the SuHua

freeway was manipulated by election.
“Environmental groups worried about that the SuHua freeway is a tool manipulated by election, because it

is a sensitive time for the election now…” (2007/11/3, 4-1)

The newspaper also pointed out that the freeway project faced stress for political power
already for long time, but the EPA didn’t deal with this problem.

“The SuHua freeway project involved a huge local interest, environmental justice and development issues

of Eastern Taiwan, so the final decision couldn’t be made for ten years already. However, because of the
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interference of politic power, legislators went to meeting place to clamor and "concern" in the recent

reviews, but EPA never dealt with those kinds of situations.” (2008/3/6, 4-3)

 KSDN
KSDN considered the SuHua freeway a cheat for elections. In several reports, reporters

mentioned that two political parties manipulated the SuHua freeway as a chip in order to
obtain Hualien residents' votes. In this argument, KSDN manifested that Hualien people were
a socially vulnerable group and the government didn't really care what they need, but saw
them only for profit of the election.

 “Hualien's external transport system has been at a disadvantage. Hualien residents hope to have a

convenient traffic connection to the outside….Therefore, seeing the election history of Hualien,

candidates never forgot to use transportation improvement as an important political point. … Nowadays,

the SuHua freeway is a beautiful dream that many people look forward to. No wonder all adults or kids

in Hualien know that, "when there is an election, there is The SuHua freeway".” (2008/3/8, 4-6)

 Short summary
All three newspapers for once had a similar perspective on the argument” the freeway is

manipulated by politicians in elections”. They all thought the SuHua freeway project was
manipulated by the election, although different newspapers seem to have had a little different
focus when presenting their perspectives. This argument was especially heated in March,
2008, before presidential election, showing how important social events highly affect the
reported frequency in the media. All three newspapers seemed to consider this argument very
clear and without controversy, none of the newspapers tried to balance or raised other
perspectives about this argument.

4.2.5 The freeway isn’t compatible with sustainable development - The freeway has a big
impact on the environment

 China Times
In China Times, reporters used different stakeholders' arguments to show how these

representatives of different stakeholders thoughts about the environmental impacts that will
follow by the SuHua freeway. Both voices from pro- and against- freeway groups were shown
in the newspaper with similar proportions.

“Zhang-Yi Zhang also said that the planned route of the SuHua freeway will go across twenty

environmentally sensitive areas. It means the freeway is a dangerous construction that will cause a great

impact on the eastern environment. He said, "The construction of the SuHua freeway is the beginning of

another environmental disaster in Taiwan".” (2007/1/18, 5-1.1)

“For some people who worry that the SuHau freeway will damage ecological systems seriously, Ren-Fu

Yang expressed that the SuHua freeway will be built with modern ecological engineering technology,
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and the most important considerations of the engineering technology is not only good for construction,

but also to include environmental protection and reduce impacts on the environment….“ (2007/1/19,

5-1.2)

 Lihpao Daily
Lihpao Daily used several big articles that explained in detail how the SuHua freeway

will destroy the environment in the East and why the solution that Taiwan Area National
Expressway Engineering Bureau gave wasn't realistic. Several reports look like reports from
review meetings, with terminology that can give readers an impression that they were reading
a research paper. The position of the newspaper was obviously close to being against the
freeway.

“…although Taiwan Area National Expressway Engineering Bureau (TANEEB) used a 3D flight model

showing the estimative passing routes of the SuHau freeway in order to prove that the damage is slight.

In addition, TANEEB mentioned that there are some concrete methods such as corridors, impact

reducing and compensatory to displace traditional methods. However, environmental groups, EIA

committee, and academics considered that the plan made by TANEEB was too careless. Moreover, they

didn’t trust the effectiveness of the freeway nor the low environmental impacts.

... ...TANEEB should illustrate particularly the relation between the SuHua freeway and the Outline of

Sustainable Development Plan of the East, identifying if the freeway could reach sustainable

development or not…. Construction and Planning Agency, Ministry of the Interior also requested that

TANEEB should give it a detailed report on the engineering influence on national parks…Retired

professor, Si-Kun Li, said he worried about the many tunnels that will be excavated….the release of

groundwater will be a big problem….Han-Shoun Pan criticized the estimated of CO2 releases…”

(2007/11/2, 5-1.2)

 KSDN
KSDN used relative little space to discuss environmental impacts following the freeway

compared to the other two newspapers. The newspaper introduced more explanations from
Taiwan Area National Expressway Engineering Bureau, which concluded that new
technology and design will reduce environmental impacts, and that EIA should trust their
engineers' ability. There was one editorial that mentioned that maybe Hualien people (using
“we” in the text) should also accept different voices from the against-freeway group and give
the new government more space to work. But this sentence only occupied a very small space
in the report.

“Taiwan Area National Expressway Engineering Bureau brought up environmentally friendly and

culture protection designs of the SuHua freeway project. They pointed out that after overall assessment,

the funding for long term repairing and improvement of the old highway is the same as the funding of
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building the SuHua freeway. Moreover, the new freeway can reduce the environmental impacts and

give Hualien residents a safe and fast road connecting to be outside.” (2007/11/1, 5-1.1)

“… EIA committees please believe engineering experts’ professional skills.” (2008/4/26, 5-1.4)

 Short summary
Basically all three newspapers considered environmental issues to be an important issue

that should be discussed, but again, they used different media frames to report the argument.
China Times still kept more neutral and used statements from both against- and pro- sides.
Lihpao Daily spent much more space discussing this argument and mainly described why the
freeway shouldn't be built and retorted reasons from the developing unit. KSDN spent less
space discussing this argument, both comparing to other two newspapers and compared to
other arguments discussed in KSDN. It may be considered that KSDN didn't think this
argument was very important to care about. Furthermore, KSDN emphasized that
environmental impacts can be reduced or solved by modern technologies, while this statement
was rarely mentioned in the other two newspapers.

4.2.6 The freeway isn’t compatible with sustainable development - The freeway affects
aboriginal territories

 China Times
Out of in total 25 news articles, only one mentioned aboriginal territories, and this was in

the end of the whole event period. The report focuses on that EPA didn't follow the law and
only one aborigine's opinion couldn't represent whole aborigine population.

“Ciwang．Teyra, a member of Taroko Student Association, criticized that the SuHua freeway will

pass through aboriginal traditional areas. However, EPA didn’t communicate with aborigine before,

which violated aboriginal basic law. In addition, Ren-Fu Yang, the aboriginal legislator…his opinion

couldn’t represent the opinion of the Taroko tribe, who is the affected tribe living in the area that the

freeway will pass through.” (2008/3/6, 5-2.1)

 Lihpao Daily
In Lihpao Daily, the first time this argument showed up was in the second review of the

analysis report on the difference of the environmental impact, which means that the
newspaper started to care about this argument in the early period of the whole event. The
main issue that the newspaper repeated several times was that the developing unit not only
didn't follow the law, but also never respected aborigine population fundamentally.

“Ciwang．Teyra, a member of Taroko Student Association, further pointed out that no matter how the

routes of the SuHua freeway project changes, all of them will go through Taroko tribe's traditional areas.

According to the spirit of aboriginal basic law, the developing unit has to consult with local tribes if any

development will go through the aboriginal traditional areas. However, no communication was
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formulated so far. "That means we don’t have authority to decide the result", Ciwang．Teyra said.”

(2007/11/2, 5-2.1)

 KSDN
There was only one report related to aborigine areas in KSDN in the last period of the

whole issue. The report only gave very general information about aborigine.
“... EIA committee pointed out that the plan of the SuHua freeway will impact aborigine a lot,

however the developing unit never discussed with aborigines, which means that it may violate

aboriginal basic law. They worried that if the SuHua freeway project is passed, aboriginal tribes will

face a big impact.” (2008/4/26, 5-2.1)

 Short summary
Lihpao Daily was the first newspaper to raise the aboriginal territories argument, and

the other two newspapers started to report on this issue just in the end of the whole period. It
seems China Times and KSDN didn't consider this argument was worth to be discussed
specifically, especially KSDN only gave a very general description of the argument.
Moreover, compared to other arguments, “the freeway affects aboriginal territories” was not
something newspapers usually paid attention to.

4.2.7 Summary

In general, the three newspapers used different media frames to describe the dominant
arguments of the SuHua freeway issue. China Times was relatively neutral when report the
freeway news; Lihpao Daily was more close to the against-freeway perspective; and KSDN
was more close to the pro-freeway perspective. Considering newspapers were an important
way for people to receive freeway information, the different media frames of the three
newspapers may strongly affect how the readers and the public perceive the freeway issue.
People that only read China Times obtain information about both sides of the issue, but the
information is usually general and come from the government systems. Thus, the readers of
China Times may feel the issue is far from them, and do not engage in this issue, but prefer to
trust what the government said. People that only read Lihpao Daily, get clear information
saying that “the freeway shouldn’t be built” and to be a part of the against-freeway group is
right and criticize the government’s decision making process. People that only read KSDN
may perceive the local (Hualien) people are victims, the central government and
against-freeway groups don’t care about the local residents needs and just see the local people
as a tool for politics. This kind of receiving different perspective information of readers
maybe one of the reasons increases the conflict of the issue.
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5. Discussion and Conclusion

In the discussion, I will shortly summarize the results and then use the theory of news
production trying to explore why the newspapers use more or less different ways to present
the SuHua freeway issue and answer the research questions.

The Quantitative results show that the SuHua freeway issue was widely reported in the
fourth phase, which is before the Taiwan presidential election. One of the factors influencing
news production is newsworthiness. The presidential election was a very important event for
Taiwanese society, and the candidate of each political party used this issue as politics. Thus,
the SuHua freeway issue was connected to the presidential election and increased the
newsworthiness of this issue. It may be an important reason why the number of news articles
had a big increase in the fourth phase.

The result of table 1 indicates that the three newspapers I investigated are not neutral or
balanced in their reports completely. Cox (2010) mentioned that a similar set of facts may be
reported differently if using different media frames to tell the story. Chinese Times used more
neutral or balanced approach when reporting about the SuHua freeway issue as they described
the issue from both pro and against perspectives. It seems that the newspaper itself is an
observer of this issue; whereas Lihpao Daily and KSDN have specific preferences in one side
of the issue respectively: against-freeway and pro-freeway. This difference is not only
because the three newspapers chose different media frames, but also very related to the
characters and goal (of mission) of these newspapers. Thiswill be discussed more below.

The three newspapers raised similar dominant arguments in their news coverage, but
with different preferences for them. Lots of news coverage in China Times was related to the
election, but this could not be found in Lihpao Daily and KSDN. China Times is a national
newspaper with the readers all over country. For China Times, the SuHua freeway issue is
more like a local event, not news that most of their readers care about. Thus, the issue is
worth to be reported when it connects to some big, national events to increase the
newsworthiness- the presidential election in this case. On the other hand, Lihpao Daily and
KSDN have their specific reader groups (see method), so their reporting preference when it
comes to newsworthiness, is not the politic argument, but other arguments like sustainable
development and local situation arguments.

After analyzing the content of several main arguments in the three newspapers, I found
that different newspapers had their specific styles to report about the SuHua freeway project.

China Times usually took the observer position to describe events, frequently used
stakeholders' arguments and didn't show the newspaper's opinions. Moreover, the
stakeholders’ that China Times chose to quote are usually belonging to groups with
economical and political power of the society; for example, government organization (e.g.,
Executive Yuan, Ministry of Communications, and Taiwan Area National Expressway
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Engineering Bureau) or political representatives (e.g., aldermen and legislators). If the
statements was from the person in environmental groups or Hualien, the newspaper often use
“environmental groups” and “Hualien residents” and similar general words to concluded their
opinions. China Times was one of the two government-allowed newspapers in the state
censorship, thus it is used to be a megaphone for the government. The old role of China
Times and its political economical concerns seems to still influence the way that the
newspaper reports news and makes media frames. In addition, The SuHua freeway issue is
just one of the news stories in the country, the newspaper didn’t spend much resource on it,
and probably there isn’t any reporter deeply engaged in this issue. It may be one of the
reasons why the newspaper usually quoted stakeholders’ arguments and the content of the
news coverage sometimes was slight and general.

The content of the news coverage in Lihpao Daily was obviously close to the
against-freeway and environmental protection groups and often retorted the opinions that
pro-freeway groups raised. The newspaper does not seem to follow the norms and standard of
objectivity and balance when it comes to reporting news that media should follow. However,
as the owner of Lihpao Daily, Lucie Cheng, had said, “Lihpao Daily doesn’t emphasize being

objective and neutral, the newspaper stressed that we do not cheat, do not lie. The

presentation of the news has to take care of stakeholders’ views, especially the position of

disadvantaged groups in society. …Lihpao Daily should balance the perspectives of other

media.…[Yet]because Lihpao Daily isn’t a profit-institution, it doesn’t need to care about
how advertisers and the government think.” (Cheng, 2004). According to this statement,
Lihpao Daily never aspires to being objective or balanced, and the newspaper doesn’t have
any political economical concerns.What they want to report is the news that other newspapers
rarely include, for example, the perspectives of disadvantaged groups. Reflecting to the
SuHua freeway issue, Lihpao Daily used more space reporting on environmental groups’ and
local people’s opinions in detail, because the voices of these are usually ignored or
misunderstood in other big newspapers. Moreover, although the newspaper’s position is
against the freeway project, Lihpao Daily didn’t criticize the local residents who want the
freeway be built, whereas it directly attacked the government system because it thought the
problem comes from the government, and local residents were also the victims. Last but not
least, to educate readers is one of the goals of Lihpao Daily, thus the newspaper usually
explains the opinion of affected stakeholders andwhat they think very carefully. Each opinion,
no matter if it’s for or against the freeway, was given enough space in the newspaper to
clarify why it should be accepted or attacked. These kinds of deep discussions weren’t seen in
other two newspapers.

KSDN took a more local (Hualien) angle of view to report the SuHua freeway issue. The
news articles in KSDN were close to being pro-freeway but not very obvious sometimes. Like
Lihpao Daily, KSDN is not a newspaper that displays neutral and balanced reporting of news.
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As a local newspaper, one of the missions of KSDN is to transmit local people’s voices, and
that’s the media frame when the newspaper report news. It can be consider also the political
economical concerns of KSDN. Because most of Hualien residents’ opinion is pro-freeway,
the perspective of the newspaper also shows this trend. Moreover, we can see that the reports
of KSDN focus more on the arguments related to Hualien people’s life and opinion compared
to the other two newspapers. Furthermore, the statements that the newspaper used are more
often from the local aldermen, legislators or local stakeholders, who the readers are familiar
with but not the representative from central government or environmental groups.

In conclusion, this study found that for the SuHua freeway issue- one of the most
complicated environmental issues in Taiwan - the three newspapers I chose developed similar
arguments regarding the local transportation and social problems, political manipulation, the
public opinion, and sustainable development considerations in the content. However, different
newspapers often used different aspects and perspectives to report the information. China
Times (national newspaper) usually and reported about opinions for and against the freeway
project. Besides, China Times often took the perspective of the government.  Lihpao Daily
(readers are usually high educational and come from megalopolis) had an obvious preference
to the against-freeway perspective and used to give more space for groups that are seldom
noticed in other newspapers, for example, environmental groups and local people. KSDN
(local newspaper) preferred to report news close to the pro-freeway perspective and to report
opinions from local political stakeholders. These differences of the three newspapers can be
explained by the theory of the news production. Because of the different reader groups,
missions, and the political economical concerns, the newspapers have different interests when
they consider the newsworthiness, which media frame they want to use, and also whether they
strived for being neutral and balanced or not. By the effect of these news production factors,
newspapers produce reports with different perspectives, and these perspectives influence how
the public understand this complicated freeway issue. This highly different reporting of the
newspapers gives the public more clear opportunities to understand this complicated issue,
but may also intense the conflict between stakeholders who receive information from different
newspapers. The effect of these different reporting of news on the decision making of SuHua
freeway issue may be interesting to discover in further work.
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Appendix I. The calendar of important events of The SuHua freeway project

1990/10 The first time The SuHua freeway project raised up in the government
system.

2000/3 The SuHua freeway project passed the environmental impact
assessment.

2000/7 The central government suspended The SuHua freeway project because
of the budget limitation.

2000/8~
2003/12

The The SuHua freeway project was vacillated between developing or
non-developing many times.

2004/1 The local government of Hualien county published the result of public
opinion survey. The result showed 80% of Hualien people support to
have The SuHua freeway.

2004/11 EIA committee rejected the report of analysis report on the difference
of the environmental impact of The SuHua freeway. Furthermore, EIA
committee asked strategic environmental assessment for this project.

2006/12 EPA completed the examination of strategic environmental assessment,
concluded that The SuHua freeway would cause very huge impact on
the environment, suggested the Ministry of Communications “don’t
adopt” this project.
The premier instructed his policy advisors that “as long as the review of
analysis report on the difference of the environmental impact was
passed, starting build freeway immediately.”

2007/1/18 The first meeting to the review of analysis report on the difference of
the environmental impact of The SuHua freeway project.
(Result: review again after adding supplement)

2007/3~
2007/10

Against- and pro-freeway groups organized several campaigns
separately to advocate their appeals.

2007/11/1 The second meeting to the review of analysis report on the difference of
the environmental impact of The SuHua freeway project.
(Result: review again after completing the impact investigation and
adding supplement)

2008/1/21 The third meeting to the review of analysis report on the difference of
the environmental impact of The SuHua freeway project.
(Result: review again after adding supplement)

2008/3/3 The forth meeting to the review of analysis report on the difference of
the environmental impact of The SuHua freeway project.
(Result: conditional approval)

2008/3/22 The 12th Presidential and Vice Presidential Election
2008/4/25 EIA general assembly for The SuHua freeway project. (The final

examination)
(Result: Reject. Return the project back to the Ministry of
Communications)
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Appendix II. The map of Taiwan and the SuHua freeway design

http://web.fg.tp.edu.tw/~earth/learn/twgeo/index.htm
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